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Two HMM-based threshold models are suggested for recognition
and incremental learning of scenario-oriented human behavior patterns. One is the expected behavior threshold model to discriminate
if a monitored behavior pattern is normal or not. The other model
is the registered behavior threshold model to detect whether such
behavior pattern is already learned. If a behavior patten is detected
as a new one, an HMM is generated to represent the pattern, and
then the HMM is used to update behavior clusters by hierarchical
clustering process.
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Figure 1: Overall architecture of proposed approach.
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1.

all possible abnormal behavior patterns. For the each method, two
kinds of threshold models are used.

INTRODUCTION

2.

To provide services which may have sequences of scenarios, an
intelligent service robot needs to know human behaviors are in accord with service scenarios. Those human behaviors have diversity
even if they have same meaning, and sensory data that observe human behaviors are noisy. Thus, a human behavior can be observed
by a various patterns. Moreover, a human does not always act on
scenario but does as his pleasure. That must be abnormal situation
to obstruct a robot to complete its service tasks [3]. In this paper,
recognition method of scenario-oriented human behavior pattern
is proposed to determine behavior patterns follow service scenario.
The recognition method uses hidden Markov model(HMM) to handle dynamic human behaviors. Additionally, an incremental learning method [1] is applied to register new behavior patterns which
are almost abnormal human behavior patterns. because of diversity in human behavior patterns, it is impossible to initially register

OVERALL ARCHITECTURE

As illustrated in Fig. 1, proposed architecture consists of three
phases: 1) service and exception knowledge reasoning, 2) behavior pattern recognition, and 3) incremental learning. In the service
exception knowledge reasoning phase, scenario-related pattern reasoner infers expected service scenarios and their relevant abnormal
behavior patterns which might occur on expected scenario [4]. The
next phase is probabilistic reasoning of behavior pattern recognition using HMMs. HMM reasoning discriminates normal behavior
pattern from abnormal behavior pattern using sequence of sensory
data. Here, the HMM candidates which participate in expected behavior pattern evaluation are expected service models and expected
behavior threshold model which is adaptively constructed using expected service models and their relevant abnormal models which
are determined in the first phase. If the evaluation result is abnormal, it enters the incremental learning phase. Firstly, registered
behavior pattern classifier estimates likelihoods of registered representative model of HMM clusters in the system and registered
behavior threshold model which is constructed by collecting the
states of all representative models to determine behavior pattern is
registered or not. If there is unregistered pattern, Behavior pattern
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HMM generator build a new HMM using a sequence of sensory
inputs of the unregistered pattern, and then hierarchal HMM clustering procedure is invoked to modify HMM cluster or form new
HMM cluster.

2.1

higher than that of the expected service model, it enters the incremental learning phase as a new pattern of sensory observation
sequences. When a new human behavior pattern is observed, it has
to be determined that the observed pattern is one of the previously
registered pattern cluster, or a new pattern to be learned. In a case
of building HMM using just one or few sequences of pattern, the
model might be overfitted. In the proposed approach, a hierarchical structure is incrementally formed representing the patterns. The
pattern is encoded into HMM and is compared to existing behavior clusters using the symmetric model distance measure [5], and
placed into the closest cluster. When a new pattern is added into
cluster, a hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm is performed within the cluster.

Two Threshold models

In behavior pattern recognition phase and incremental learning
phase, two expected behavior threshold model and registered behavior threshold model are utilized to discriminate behavior pattern
is normal and to detect whether pattern is already learned, respectively. It is not easy to select a fixed threshold to compare the likelihood of original models. Lee et al. [2] proposed an HMM-based
adaptive threshold model which is built by fully connecting states
which are sub-patterns of their full behavior patterns. The threshold
model are the combination of all possible states of the participated
patterns in arbitrary order. The threshold model is ergodic model
to enable each state to be reached by all other states in a single
transition. Observation probabilities and self transition probabilities of threshold model are kept as in the participated models, but
all outgoing transition probabilities are equally assigned as
a0i j = ai j , for all i = i and j = j,

3.

(1)

1 − ai j
, for all i 6= i or j 6= j.
(2)
N −1
where, N is the number of states of HMMs.
Thus, the threshold models determine whether a pattern is one
of patterns which participate to build threshold model. In this paper, two threshold models are suggested. One is expected behavior
threshold model which is adaptively built using expected service
models and their relevant abnormal models. The expected behavior
threshold model is utilized to discriminate whether behavior pattern is normal using not all model evaluation but only two modelsexpected service model and threshold model. The expected behavior threshold model has the advantage of calculation cost. If there
is no expected model at a given time, all models should be evaluated and compared their likelihoods. On the other hand, the other
is registered behavior threshold model to detect a pattern is already
learned or not. The registered behavior threshold model is built by
fully connecting states in the learning phase using all representative
models in behavior pattern HMM clusters.
a0i j =

2.2

CASE STUDY

To evaluate the proposed approach for human behavior pattern
recognition and incremental learning on English teaching scenario
in smart space, four kinds of ubiquitous sensors are used in the
classroom: twelve passive infrared (PIR) sensors, three seat sensors on student chairs, two radio-frequency identification (RFID)
readers and two sound sensors. The training set consists of three
normal service scenarios and six abnormal behavior pattern which
have been modeled and instantiated as scenario-oriented services.
As the result of case study, six abnormal behavior patterns are
all registered, and the total proportion of scenario-oriented service
model is 71.7% and that of abnormal behavior pattern is 80.8%.
Indeed, almost recognition failures occur near the start point of sequence. Because the threshold model has many kind of states and
their observation models, the threshold model might be in advantage position than expected model before transition is made.

4.

CONCLUSION

This paper proposed recognition and incremental learning of scenariooriented human behavior pattern using two threshold models. It enables a service robot to provide service even human do not follow
the service scenario.
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The recognition phase is composed of three steps: start point detection, evaluation between expected service model and expected
behavior threshold model, and end point detection. The start point
and end point detection is the segmentation of the observation sequence which determines when a service scenario starts and ends
has a great effect in recognition phase. A start point of sequence in
continuous observations is notified by service and exception knowledge reasoning [4]. Because scenario-oriented behavior pattern
knowledge is modeled from sequence of service scenarios, the start
of a sequence of recognition phase for HMM reasoning is the end
point of previous service scenario. If it is time to seat a student to
prepare English conversation practice, it is the starting-point of the
sequence of the seating scenario. The accumulated observation sequence from the start point of the scenario to the latest observation
is utilized as the observation sequence of HMMs. After detecting
start point, the expected behavior pattern classifier is performed by
evaluating likelihood of the expected service and expected behavior
threshold model.
If the likelihood of the expected behavior threshold model is
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